We have spectroscopically identified ∼100 G-, K-and M-type members of the Scorpius Centaurus complex. To deduce the age of these young stars we compare their Li λ6708 absorption line strengths against those of stars in the TW Hydrae association and β Pictoris moving group. These line strengths indicate that ScoCen stars are younger than β Pic stars whose ages of ∼12 Myr have previously been derived from a kinematic traceback analysis. Our derived age, ∼10 Myr, for stars in the LCC and UCL subgroups of ScoCen is younger than previously published ages based on the moving cluster method and upper main sequence fitting. The discrepant ages are likely due to an incorrect (or lack of) cross-calibration between model-dependent and model-independent age-dating methods.
Introduction
The Scorpius-Centaurus region (ScoCen) is the nearest (100 − 200 pc) massive star formation site to Earth. It consists of three subgroups (de Zeeuw et al. 1999) ; Upper Scorpius (US), Upper Centaurus Lupus (UCL), and Lower Centaurus Crux (LCC). Each of these subregions has a different location in the sky plane, different age, and different space motion. Therefore, ScoCen is the best site for studying a sequential star formation or triggered star formation phenomena. Furthermore, ScoCen holds the key to the origin of nearby young -2 -stellar groups Fernández et al. 2008) , and due to its youth and proximity to Earth a thorough membership determination can be made down to very low mass.
Using Hipparcos data, de Zeeuw et al. (1999) refined a list of ScoCen members containing many B-and A-type stars and relatively few F-and G-type stars. From the number of B and A-type stars (N∼300), several thousand low mass members were expected to exist. However, mainly due to the vast surface area of ScoCen in the projected sky plane (∼ 2000 deg 2 ) and its deep southern declination (80 % of the region is below dec=−40 deg), this region has been little studied. Compared to a similarly massive but more distant star formation site (e.g., the Orion region), the Sco-Cen complex has been barely investigated. No systematic search for low mass members of ScoCen has been carried out with the exception of occasional small area pilot surveys (for example Preibisch et al. 2001 ). Mamajek et al. (2002) identified several dozen F-and G-type LCC and UCL members. Using a moving cluster method, they estimated secular parallaxes of new members, then derived ages (UCL 16 Myr and LCC 17 Myr) by plotting them on a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram and comparing them with theoretical pre-main sequence models. Recently, using a larger (N=138) sample of F-type kinematic members from de Zeeuw et al. (1999) , Pecaut et al. (2012) re-deduce old ages (16/17 Myr) for the UCL/LCC regions.
Using our ∼100 spectroscopically confirmed G/K/M-type members of LCC/UCL (Table  1) , we show that the LCC/UCL age is more consistent with a younger age (∼ 10 Myr). Because our age determination is anchored in the traceback age for the β Pic moving group and because kinematic traceback is the least model dependent technique for deriving ages of young stars, we expect that a ∼10 Myr age for LCC/UCL is most likely to be correct.
Ages of LCC and UCL are important in the interpretation of Spitzer and other data (e.g., Currie et al 2008) . For example, the high fraction (> 35 %) of dusty disks (including several mid-IR excesses) around Sco-Cen F/G stars (Chen et al. 2005) applies to ∼10 Myr old stars, rather than stars of nearly twice this age.
New Members

Observations
As part of an extensive search for young and nearby stars to Earth, λ/∆λ ∼ 4, 500 spectra of candidate ScoCen members were obtained with the Double Beam Spectrograph (DBS) on the Nasmyth-A focus of the Australian National University's 2.3 m telescope. For many bright young stars confirmed from DBS spectra, we later obtained echelle spectra to obtain radial velocities. Candidate ScoCen members were selected over the ScoCen region (Figure 9 of de Zeeuw et al. 1999 ) from a correlation between X-ray (ROSAT; Voges et al. 1999 Voges et al. , 2000 and kinematic catalogs (Hipparcos: Perryman et al. 1997 , Tycho-2: Høg et al. 2000 , Super-COSMOS: Hambly et al. 2001 . Then, we kept only X-ray bright stars (log L X /L bol 10 −3.5 ) whose space motions are consistent with the nominal value of LCC (UV W = −12, −13, −7 km/sec; de Zeeuw et al. 1999 , details on space motion calculation are given below). Since most candidate members lack sufficient information to enable direct calculation of their UV W (distances to non-Hipparcos stars and radial velocities for almost all candidate members), we calculated UV W based on photometric distances using an ∼10 Myr age and a range of radial velocities (−50 to +50 km/sec). If an X-ray star can have a ScoCen-like UV W for some radial velocities within the above stated range, then we selected it as a candidate ScoCen member. Our chosen radial velocity range is large enough to cover nearly all Sco-Cen members because a typical speed (≡ √ U 2 + V 2 + W 2 ) of ScoCen stars is less than 30 km/sec requiring that their radial velocities should be smaller than this total speed. The use of young age in the photometric distance estimate does not affect the candidate selection much because of our rather generous UV W range (±5 km/sec in each component).
All spectra were reduced with IRAF following a standard procedure (bad pixel and cosmic ray removal, flat fielding, source extraction, telluric correction, etc.). Typical spectra have ∼5000 counts pixel −1 in the vicinity of 6700Å. Equivalent widths of Li I λ6708 and Hα together with their V − K colors and X-ray information are listed in Table 1 . We used V − K colors (see footnotes of Table 1 for sources of V and K magnitudes) as spectral type proxies because V − K separates K-and M-type subclasses nicely and the long color baseline is less susceptible to measurement errors and time variabilities compared to other broadband colors (e.g., B − V ). Two typical spectra are displayed in Figure 1. 
Refinement of LCC and UCL Ages
To estimate ages of LCC and UCL from our spectra, in Figure 2 we compare their Li λ6708 absorption strengths against those of other young stellar groups with well known ages on a EW(Li) versus V −K plot. Because Table 1 contains US stars that are thought to be ∼5 Myr old, we plot LCC/UCL stars and US stars with different symbols on Figure 2 . Ages of the TW Hydrae Association (∼8 Myr) and the β Pictoris Moving Group (∼12 Myr) are well established and calibrated against contemporary theoretical pre-main sequence evolutionary models by plotting their members on a color magnitude diagram along with theoretical models. An essentially model-independent age of the β Pictoris moving group was obtained -5 -by tracing positions of its members backward in time (Ortega et al. 2002; Song et al. 2003) . Members of this unbound stellar group should have been confined in the smallest volume at its birth; a kinematic age of ∼12 Myr obtained from this method agrees well with current stellar evolution models. Similarly, a kinematic age of TWA is estimated to be 8.3 ± 0.8 Myr (de la Reza et al. 2006) .
As is evident in Figure 2 , overall lithium absorption strengths of LCC/UCL stars fall between those of the TWA and the β Pictoris moving group. Therefore, a likely age of LCC/UCL is ∼10 Myr. Reddening toward the LCC/UCL region (A J = 0.00 − 0.35 mag, Mamajek et al. 2002) does not change the relative ordering of Li λ6708 strength distribution among TWA, LCC/UCL, and β Pictoris Moving Group members. In fact, dereddening will make most LCC/UCL stars appear younger (i.e., moving LCC/UCL stars leftward in Figure  2 ) because reddening toward the TWA and the β Pictoris Moving Group is almost negligible. For this reason, we do not consider the effect of reddening in this paper.
Current theoretical stellar evolutionary models (e.g., Baraffe et al. 1998 ) predict near complete depletion of lithium (down to the 1-2 % level) among M1/2 stars (V − K ∼ 4.0) within 16 Myr, but we do not see such depletion of lithium among early M-type LCC/UCL stars (i.e., V − K ∼ 4.0) in Figure 2 . In addition, lithium depletion rates predicted in current evolutionary models appear to be slower than what is observed (e.g., Song et al. 2002) which further strengthens the preceding statement. As demonstrated in Figure 2 , LCC/UCL members are younger than β Pictoris moving group members. Therefore, the LCC/UCL cannot be as old as 16 Myr.
Due to our target selection criterion based on ROSAT all-sky X-ray detection, our Table 1 LCC stars are systematically closer than stars considered by Mamajek et al. (2002) . Therefore, it is conceivable that our LCC/UCL stars (close to Earth) are ∼10 Myr old while more distant LCC/UCL stars surveyed by Mamajek et al. (2002) could be 17/16 Myr old. Supporting this conjecture, although based on small number statistics, Lawson & Crause (2005) photometrically measure the median rotational period of TWA 1-13 (4.7 days) to be longer than the median value of TWA 14-19 (0.7 days) which they interpret as an age difference between these two groups; TWA 1-13 being younger than TWA 14-19. To investigate the possibility of age dependence on distance for our low mass stars, we divided LCC/UCL stars of Table 1 into two groups (distance ≦ 95 pc [N=46] and distance > 95 pc [N=41] ) and compared their Li absorption strengths. Stars in these two bins show almost identical Li λ6708 absorption strength distribution, hence we believe that the whole LCC/UCL group is ∼10 Myr old. Furthermore, TWA 14-19 all show very strong Li λ6708 absorption strengths that are consistent with LCC stars in Table 1 . Nonetheless, whether there is a radial age spread toward the direction of LCC/UCL or not, from -7 -bers of LCC/UCL are younger than ∼12 Myr old. Also, since the original discovery of TWA, many more members have been identified to date. These newly discovered members are generally more distant than original TWA members. As a result, the apparent clear distinction in distance between original TWA members and LCC members is disappearing. The current set of age-dating methods cannot readily discern ∼8 Myr old stars from ∼10 Myr ones. Based on several common characteristics (similar ages, similar positions on the projected sky plane, similar space motions) and the weakening gap in distance between TWA and LCC, we believe that TWA is likely a near edge of a larger population of stars (i.e., LCC). As more sensitive data become available in future, namely next generation parallax measurements, one may find that the distribution of ∼10 Myr old stars extends from TWA to all the way to LCC.
We note that we base our age estimate on Li-strong stars in the relative age-dating of TWA, LCC/UCL, and β Pictoris moving group members. One might therefore question whether the possible existence and non-inclusion of Li-weak true members might vitiate the validity of such a comparison. Currently, in the absence of accurate trigonometric parallax, there is no effective way to identify Li-depleted members of young dispersed moving groups. This means that the same possible bias introduced by including only Li-strong members exists equally in the TWA, LCC/UCL, and the β Pictoris Moving Group. Therefore, comparing the upper envelopes of Li λ6708 strength distributions among young stellar groups should be a perfectly valid method of relative age-dating.
Comparison between HRD and CMD/Li ages
Among several commonly used age-dating methods -position on a color-magnitude diagram (CMD) or Hertzsprung-Russel diagram (HRD), stellar rotation, Li λ6708 absorption strength, X-ray brightness, Hα emission strength, Galactic space motion, CaII HK index, IR excess emission -the CMD, HRD, and Li methods can provide quantitative age estimates for stars in the 5-30 Myr age range. We already demonstrate the Li age in the previous section. Using the CMD/HRD age-dating method requires a precise distance to a star, and eight stars in Table 1 have measured trigonometric parallaxes from Hipprcos (van Leeuwen 2007) . Using the transformation scheme from colors to effective temperatures and bolometric correction values from (Mamajek et al. 2002) , we plot four LCC/UCL Hipparcos stars on a HRD (Figure 3, left panel) . Hipparcos stars from Table 1 sit on the theoretical 20 Myr isochrone from Siess et al. (2000) , at first glance apparently in support of an age of ∼20 Myr as deduced by Mamajek et al. (2002) . However, as may be seen, various F-type β Pictoris moving group members sit on the ∼30 Myr isochrone which is inconsistent with the age of the group (∼12 Myr). It implies an age calibration problem between these two age-dating methods similar to the case of inconsistent ages from CaII HK and Li ages ).
In Figure 3 , bottom panel, we plot eight Hipparcos Table 1 stars on a V − K versus M K diagram (i.e., model-independent) along with an empirical 10 Myr isochrone from and several dozen ∼30 Myr old stars from Tucana-Horologium Association and IC 2602. A useful comparison would be plotting ∼20 Myr old F/G-type stars but there are no such suitable stars with reliably determined ages in the solar neighborhood. As shown in the CMD, all eight Hipparcos LCC/UCL stars are located on or above the 10 Myr isochrone as defined by η Cha, TWA, and the β Pictoris moving group (see for more details on the 10 Myr empirical isochrone). This is a corroborant demonstration that LCC/UCL stars are as young as stars in η Cha, TWA, and β Pictoris moving group, and the claimed older age of LCC/UCL is likely due either to a lack of or incorrect calibration of HRD ages against empirical ages. Likewise, the relatively old age for the Upper-Sco region recently deduced by Pecaut et al. (2012) requires additional scrutiny because it is based on the same HRD age-dating method.
Summary
We spectroscopically identified ∼100 G/K/M type ScoCen members, mostly LCC and UCL members, that show strong Li λ6708 absorption and/or Hα emission features. Comparison of Li absorption strengths against those of other young stellar groups on a V − K versus lithium strength diagram indicates that the age of LCC/UCL is ∼10 Myr. Specifically, LCC/UCL stars must be younger than stars in the β Pictoris moving group whose age of 12 Myr has been derived previously from kinematic traceback analysis. Based on plots of LCC/UCL Hipparcos stars in color-magnitude and Hertzsprung-Russel diagrams, we find that ages derived from the HR-diagram are systematically older than CMD and Li ages; the HR-diagram ages are model-dependent whereas CMD and Li ages are primarily empirically anchored. This difference can explain the discrepancy between our young age and previously claimed older ages of UCL/LCC. Because of the importance of accurate ages in many astrophysical phenomena, a thorough cross-calibration of various age-dating methods for young stars is in urgent need. -14 - 93 -3.10 5.6±1.7 -11.8,-20.7, -4 -16 --For non-Hipparcos stars, distances are photometrically estimated based on an empirical ∼10 Myr isochrone on a V − K versus M K diagram (e.g., Fig. 2 of . A typical uncertainty is about 30%.
-column 'N' indicates the number of independent measurements (listed EW values for Li and Hα are average of N measurements).
-Equivalent widths for Li λ6708 and Hα are in mÅ andÅ respectively. '−' sign indicates emission.
-suffix 'd' after V indicates photometric data from DENIS -suffix 'p' after V indicates our own V-band photometry + 2MASS K -suffix 'u' after V indicates USNO Rmag + 2MASS K -no suffix after V means Vmag come from either Hipparcos or Tycho-2 and K from 2MASS -B-V colors are interpolated from V-K values using Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) .
-X-ray data are from ROSAT All Sky Survey (Voges et al. 1999 (Voges et al. , 2000 and f ≡ log L X /L bol . For binaries, X-ray counts are divided according to each star's optical brightness.
-HIP 60913 may be a member (good kinematics and Li=215 mÅ) with low X-ray luminosity (log L X /L bol = −4.34).
-HIP 76063 may be a member (A-type star located on zero-age main sequence; ).
- ‡ Based on U V W , HIP 84642 may instead be a Tucana/HorA member (Table 7 of ).
-'FS' designation indicates an X-ray variable star (Fuhrmeister & Schmitt 2003 ).
-Some (∼30) stars listed in the above table were previously identified by Mamajek et al. (2002) .
